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Even when the story was okay (ish) i find the game completely boring and frustrating at some points.

Not worth my time, but guess you can decide. Does not work. Just get disconnected when trying to enter a game, either that or
the start game button simply does not appear.. The writing is very well done, but the game expects you to make decisions based
on stats and depending on whether or not you have stayed on one path and only one path you will fail checks that could lead to
your death. But that is the only big flaw.
For the price its at I'd say go for it.. Excellent horror game from the creators of Stasis and it's absolutely FREE. Highly
recommend to play it.. very fun game.
worth the price tag if you have some friends to play with.

pros:
-fun with friends
-great mechanic
-high quality textures and graphics
-good menu music

suggestions:
-public lobbies (its just easier than using discord)
-customization for weapon models and character models
-different maps
-more effects on kill and death (such as weed and old noscope memes)

cons:
-mouse movement feels a little wonky, but still easy to get used to
-jump timer is a little too long
-only one map. I have started to slow down my purchasing of Vive games, now that so many are coming out every day, with a
huge variety of quality and longevity.
For the money, and as a Early Access, this is a great game.
Long term it really needs some work, which I am sure they will do (and hope :) )
Worst complaint, and I've seen others mention it, is the aiming on the gun is terrible. SPT is awesome on this front. This should
be copied or the gun just made more accurate. Would like no gun loading option too, personally.
Enemies need more AI.
Enemies should be bigger too, in a VR headset it is hard to see them.
Shield perhaps, instead of a pretty useless sword?
A story would be great, maybe more changes to the levels.
The train track works well, and the idea is cool, and its fun to play.
I think most people will be happy with the fun for the money but leave the game wanting so much more.
I do recommend it for this price.
. No. Huge dissappointment. I've played 12 scenarios with only one accidental crash. I do not even closely get the same
enjoyment or sense of achievement that I got from TV1. Like the German expansion of TV1 - crashing trains and driving into
the wrong station to win the game is just silly. The music is mediocre and repetative compared to TV1. Playing against time in
every scenario is frustrating. There are very obvious choices where to lay track/bridges/tunnels. That planning aspect is gone -
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where-as it was a great part of TV1. It's actually more a like a puzzle game than a train game. The trains are incedental to the
purpose of the game. If you liked TV1 - do not expect something similar, It is a different game.. I fapped myself to 100%
acheivs and all hidden galleries.

I used to fap for no reason, now all those years of fapping is finally paying off.

10/10 Would fap my way to acheivments again.
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I was looking at a black screen for 10 min. CropDuster Supreme is literally the only game that defines how I feel as a man with
a flatuation problem in the real world. Its hard being me. People always flee at the slightest sniff of my crop dusting magic. This
game is literally the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. i havent even played it and i love smol honky baby. super fun
game and even more fun with a couple of friends around!
also the price isnt the problem :D. Yeah, no, I suck and don't like this.
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